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I am convinced that the future is lost somewhere 
in the dumps ofthe non-historical past; 
it is in yesterday's newspapers, 
in the jejune advertisements of science-fiction movies, 
in the false mirror of our rejected dreams. 
Time turns metaphors into things, 
and stacks them up in cold rooms, 
or places them in the celestial playgrounds of the suburbs. 

Robert Smithson, "A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic" (1967) 
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Born in Hong Kong and living in Canada, Will KWAN's 
projects are filled with conceptual humor. This artwork, 
composed with a single-channel video and a photograph, 
came from his participation in the res idency program 
of Duolun Museum of Modern Art (Shangha i) for th ree 
months in 2006. There, he witnessed the city landscape of 
Shanghai, which has rapidly changed through the adoption 
of capitalism in China . He made art about this new Shangha i 
landscape by creating a parody of Western " land art" 
popular in the 1960-1970s. He created a new work of land 
art with broken pebbles in an empty space, construct ing a 
new building in the center of Shanghai. However, his land 
art delivers no message of " returning to nature:' Rathe r, 
with the shape of Ch inese bank logo imitating old Chinese 
money, it signifies that capitalism newly occupies nature 
and space. 

Displacement (w ith Chinese Characterist ics) 

single channel video 24m in 53sec 
2006 
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Home News 
Liverpool News 
 
Will Kwan creates wall of burning flags at 
Scandinavian Hotel for Liverpool Biennial  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sep 1 2010  
by Laura Davis, Liverpool Daily Post 

 
ONE of Liverpool’s most prominent disused buildings has been covered in a wall of burning flags for the 
city’s Biennial arts festival. 
 
Hong Kong-born artist Will Kwan has created an installation of 36 banners made from news agency 
photographs of flag burning protest around the world. They hang on the front of the Scandinavian Hotel, 
next to Liverpool’s Chinese Arch. 
 
Lorenzo Fusi, Biennial curator, said the art work can be read on many levels, depending on where you 
are viewing it. 
 
He said: “The idea is that from a distance it will appear to be a very cosmopolitan building that is all-
accepting of different nations. 
 
“When you get closer to it, you can see the flames on the flags and closer still you realise they are 
photographs taken of flags actually being burnt at different times in history at different places in the 
world.” 
 
Images used for the art work, called Flame Test, have been taken from the archives of Associated Press, 
Reuters, Agence France Presse and other news agencies. 
 
It aims to remind us of how the representations of our most potent symbolic acts of protest, resistance 
and dissent are reconfigured by the media. 
 
The Scandinavian Hotel, which has been closed since the 1980s, will be open to visitors throughout the 
Biennial for screenings of a series of video art. 
 
Spanish artist Cristina Lucas’s film, Touch and Go, features local people who used to work in now 
redundant industries. 
 
Alfredo Jaar, from Chile, has created a three-channel work, We Wish to Inform You that We Didn’t Know, 
in response to the world’s indifference to genocide. 
 
Other abandoned locations that will feature in the Biennial include the former Rapid Hardware building, 
on Renshaw Street, which will be taken over by international artists. 
 
Rapid Hardware moved to the former John Lewis building on Basnett Street, in August, 2009, and the 
Renshaw Street building was bought by Liverpool One developer Grosvenor later the same month. 
 
In January, the Daily Post revealed Downing Developments and Liverpool City Council had abandoned 
plans to renovate the Scandinavian Hotel, which has been empty since the 1980s. 
 
Liverpool Biennial International Festival of Contemporary Art was founded by James Moores in 1998, and 
is presented free to the public every two years over a 10-week period. 
 
It runs from September 18 to November 28. 
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questions are as complex 
and near impossible to 
answer as, 'Who am I? ' 
In today's world our identities are 
akin to a kaleidoscope; changing 
appearance with each move we make. 

Unlike the generations who have gone before us, we do 
not cement who we are by our job, political affiliation or 
domestic relationship. Our modern identity is constantly 
evolving, allowing us to move from job to job, nationality to 
nationality, culture to culture, relationship to relationship 
and from left wing to right-wing and back again. 

Intrigued with the idea that art can inform and influence 
identity and expand knowledge of politics and culture is 
Canadian artist and lecturer, Will Kwan. Born in Hong Kong 
and raised by "working class Chinese immigrant parents" in 
Canada, Kwan first took an interest in art during his college 
education. "I attended an art program that encouraged students 
to take academic courses in other disciplines such as philosophy, 
comparative literature and political science," says Kwan. "My 
studio courses became hands-on laboratories where I could use 
moving images, performance and pictures to interpret theories 
about image production, politics, identity and culture." 

Kwan's quest to create art that, "provokes discussion about 
the social and cultural issues in the work" draws inspiration from 
artists such as Teresa Margolies and Mark Lombardi. "Teresa 
Margolies' 'Lengua', a human tongue acquired from a mother in 
a Mexico City morgue in exchange for the money to pay for the 
burial of the remainder of her son's body, opened my eyes to the 
exceedingly violent realities that neo-liberai economic systems have 
created. In a very different way, seeing Mark Lombardi's drawings of 
political networks in an exhibition at the New Museum in New York 
in 2002 changed my conception of power, influence, corruption and 
complicity in the contemporary world order. That deta iled research 
that Lombardi did to produce those maps taught me that artists can 
play an important non-traditional role in producing knowledge." 

For h is own work Kwan uses a variety of media as well 
as non-fiction books by social and economic historians. "I 
am constantly collecting fragments of information from journalistic 
sources so I have an archive of images, notes and sources that I 
can draw from. As I develop the work, some projects require online 
data-mining, some works require library research and some involve 
travel, 'field-work' and collaboration." 

'Flame Test' (2009) is one of Kwan's most controversial 
pieces and will be shown as part of the Touched, 
International 10 Exhibition at the 6th Liverpool Biennial 
International Festival of Contemporary Art. Consisting of 
36 flags printed with press archive images of flag-burning 
protests, displayed in "an authoritative and traditional manner", 
'Flame Test' provokes its audience to identify with particular 
identities. "I want viewers to consider the complex interaction 
between the symbolism expressed in the national flag and the 
symbolism of its desecration" says Kwan, "I want the audience to 
perceive what the anthropologist Michael Taussig describes as, 'the 
'fit' between the object and its defacement'." 

"I am drawn to culturally specific or politically charged materials. 
I also produce work in which I re-purpose symbols, icons and 
language that claim to be universal. Much of my work tries to 
contaminate these two general categories of 'culturally-specific' and 
'universal' to reveal their ideological functions." 

Kwan readily admits he is constantly adapting and 
expanding on who he is as an artist and a person. "I make 
art as a way to understand how institutions, commerce, warfare, 
human communities and ideologies organize the world. I am curious 
about how power is distributed and how populations migrate or 
are displaced. I have had the privilege of living and working in 
a number of places in Europe, Asia and North America .. . In all 
of those places I was looking for the cultural phenomenon that 
challenged our concepts of national culture (i.e., migrant worker 
communities in Italy, the French concession district in Shanghai). 
I explore the hybrid and the evolving nature of my national and 
cultural identity, instead of making statements that assert my 
Chinese-ness .. .! might characterize myself as 'an artist who is 
interested in the world."' • FIONA KILLACKEY 

Touched, the International 10 Exhibition fo r the 6th Liverpool 
Biennial International Festival of Contemporary Art runs f rom 
18 September until 28 November 20 10. See www.biennial.com 
or www.studiowillkwan.com. 





Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh 

Research in Motion: An Interview 
with Will Kwan 

H
ong Kong-born Chinese-Canadian interdisciplinary artist Will 

Kwan has had a hectic year. In 2009, his first solo exhibition was 

curated by one of Canada's most respected curators, Barbara Fischer 

(Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, Toronto), and his work was also the subject of a 

two-person show with Mieke Bal curated by up-and-coming curator Liz Park 

(Western Front, Vancouver). Kwan is currently participating in a residency 

at the Irish Museum of Modern Art in Dublin, Ireland and developing a new 

commission for the 2010 Liverpool Biennial. In addition to his prolific practice, 

Kwan teaches at the University of Toronto. 

This diverse set of activities gives a glimpse into Kwan's practice, but there is 

little writing about his work to date. We predict that this will soon change and 

decided to seize the opportunity to conduct one of the first published interviews 

with Kwan . Together we discuss his impulses to make art, these new exhibition 

and production opportunities, the development of research threads in his 

practice over the last few years, the role of mobility and travel in his work, and 

his relationship to contemporary Chinese art. 

It is useful to understand the role of research in Kwan's practice. He works with 

a number of materials and mediums, and his artistic iterations take various 

aesthetic, theoretical, social, and political shapes, but the core of his practice is 

an extended critical reflection and gathering of information before production. 

No doubt this ground was laid during his undergraduate studies at University 

of Toronto, crystallized throughout the processes of obtaining his M.F.A. from 

Columbia University, New York, and then further developed during his time as 

a Research Fellow at the fan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht, the Netherlands. 

Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh: Before engaging with specific 

questions, we feel the need to open the discussion by asking a simple and 

general question: When did you decide to become an artist, and why? 

Will Kwan: The intellectual environment of the university was a big 

influence on me as a young artist. I studied visual art as an undergraduate 

at the University of Toronto, but my studio courses were set within a much 

broader humanities and social sciences education. I was introduced to 

critical ideas about representation, identity, and culture through courses 

in political theory, cultural studies, and comparative literature in academic 

departments other than fine art. 

Visual art was the discipline where I could take the theoretical content I was 

being exposed to and work through many of my confusions using visual, 



physical, and experimental methods. The visual arts offered a whole set of 

strategies to present idiosyncratic research that wasn't limited to text, and 

I was very much drawn to those possibilities. Research is a significant part 

of my artistic practice. I develop a lot of work by sorting through existing 

visual and material culture and reconfiguring it to identify a trend or 

construct an argument about the world. In essence it is no different from 

conventional academic research. But at the same time, I am fascinated with 

seeing the material presented in a visual format, like a display of evidence. 

The teachers I have had over the years have been tremendously supportive, 

and I feel that was a huge factor in helping me to decide whether I would 

pursue art in a serious way as a profession. I was given many opportunities 

early on to present work in professional venues, and it put me on a 

trajectory. Growing up in a working-class Chinese immigrant family, 

creative endeavours were peripheral to academic ones and, if anything, 

centred on trying to become a piano prodigy! It was incomprehensible to 

me that one would plan to be a visual artist-for me it was a much more 

tentative process that was about learning how to participate in a discipline. 

Even today I take a pragmatic approach to my art practice. I aspire to 

make work that is in some way a tangible contribution to the knowledge 

base about culture and society. I don't approach art as an activity of self

realization nor as an endless exploration of medium, material, or form. 

Finally, my first experience exhibiting outside of North America during my 

graduate studies in New York also left an indelible mark on me. It made me 

think about community in a very different way. The colleagues and friends I 

have made travelling for research or exhibitions continue to inform the way 

I think about cultural and political issues. 

Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh: You mention that you do not 

approach art as an endless exploration of medium, material, or form. We 

want to hear more about this because there appears to have been a shift in 

medium, material, and form in your practice the last few years. Your earlier 

works were fragile and performative, while your latest works are complex 

both in concept and execution. Can you talk about your relationship to 

materials in general and how this might have changed over time? 

Will Kwan: I am interested in material culture rather than the technical or 

formal qualities of materials. While even the most basic raw materials carry 

implicit social meanings, I tend to be drawn to the culturally specific or 

culturally loaded. At the same time, I am interested in objects or symbolic 

materials that claim to be culturally non-specific or universal-things such 

as flags and maps, particular approaches to using language and information, 

certain kinds architecture or ways of representing landscape and geography. 

I find that this latter category of materials is what we use to construct our 

basic iconography of globalism, producing visual culture that perpetuates 

the myths of a synchronized, equitable, impartial, frictionless, and sanitized 

world economy. 

Most of my work is about taking these two general categories and 

contaminating them. For instance, with works such as Endless Prosperity, 
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Eternal Accumulation (2009), a photo series of eighty hongbao--red 

envelopes-printed by transnational financial corporations, or Shanghai 

Concession Camo (la longue dum!) (2007), a four-channel digital animation 

using tree bark patterns from Shanghai's French Concession district to 

create slowly evolving camouflage patterns, I reconfigure culturally specific 

materials to highlight their complicity in global processes or their origins 

in colonial-era intercultural encounters. In works such as Clocks That Do 

Not Tell the Time (2008) , Flame Test (2009), and X-ray Yankee Zulu (2009), 

I introduce layers or undercurrents of subjectivity and cultural perspective 

into what are ostensibly universal symbols such as clocks, national flags, and 

the NATO phonetic alphabet. 

I think the earlier artworks I produced between 2002 and 2004 came 

out of a period when I was uncertain about what I wanted to say in my 

work and research, so I tended to fixate on the process as the material 

or the work. The pieces I made then were much more gestural, fleeting, 

and open-ended. For example, talking to people in Chinatown in Lower 

Manhattan became an artwork. Making a community newspaper in a row 

house neighbourhood in Leeds or interacting with animal rights activists 

in Venice became projects. I think that tendency was a symptom of my not 

Will Kwan, Endless Prosperity, 
Eternal Accumulation, 2009, 
80 lightjet prints. 30.4 x 43.1 
em each. Installation view at 
Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, 
Toronto, Canada. Photo: Toni 
Hafkenscheid. Courtesy of 
the artist. 



Wi ll Kwan, Endless Prosperity, 
Eternal Accumulation (detail), 
2009, 80 lightjet prints, 30.4 
x 43.1 em each. Photo: Toni 
Hafkenscheid. Courtesy of 
the artist. 

really understanding the cultural or political significance of the subjects or 

situations I was dealing with. I fetishized the process because I wasn't able 

to recognize the broader structural implications that would have allowed 

me to shape the process towards some kind of position or statement. I 

think this problem plagues a lot process-oriented, relational work-open-
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Above: Will Kwan, Flame Test, 
2009, digital study, 30.4 x 30.4 
em. Courtesy of the artist. 
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Top right: Wi l l Kwan, Shanghai 
Concession Camo (Ia long 
duree) (detail), 2007, 4-channel 
video installat ion, wall 
mounted flatscreen displays, 
14-minute looped animations. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

Bottom right: Will Kwan, X-ray 
Yankee Zulu (WMD), 2009, neon, 
3.65 x 2.43 m. Installation view 
at Justina M. Barnicke Gal lery, 
Toronto, Canada. Photo: Toni 
Hafkenscheid. Courtesy of the 
artist. 
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endedness and indeterminacy masking an inability to make committed 

political statements. 

Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh: The past year you have had several 

major exhibitions. Could you please tell us more about the works in these 

shows and put them in relationship to your practice to date? 
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Will Kwan, Learning from 
Chinatown (detail). 2004. 
conversations, photographs, 
inkjet print composed of various 
hand-drawn maps. Photo: 
Aubrey Reeves. Courtesy of 
the artist. 

Will Kwan. Back II Back, 
2005, detail of prototype for 
community newspaper as part 
of Negotiating Us, Here, Now, 
Leeds City Art Gallery. Courtesy 
of the artist . 



Will Kwan, GPS {EU Chinatowns), 
2006, 160 photographic slides, 
two self-advancing slide 
projectors, timer. Installation 
view at Galleria Enrico Fornello, 
Prato, Italy. Courtesy of ttie artist. 

Will Kwan: Multi-lateral at the Justina M. Barnicke in Toronto was my 

first significant curated solo exhibition. The show brought together 

seven projects from the past four years that I produced in places ranging 

from Shanghai and Hong Kong to Maastricht and London. Many of the 

works in the exhibition examine cultural and political geographies while 

appropriating the visual language of conceptual art. The earliest work in 

the show, GPS (EU Chinatowns) (2006), consists of two self-advancing 

slide projections that present one hundred and sixty simple text directions 

taken from ViaMichelin, a popular European online GPS route planner. 

The phrases" l km along rue Antoine Dansaert;' "towards the l9eme 

arrondissement;' "O.Skm west along via Paolo Sarpi," and "left at Gerrard 

Street" hold no specific meaning until the viewer realizes- given some 

familiarity with a major European city- that these instructions mark a 

winding route through Europe and the U.K. that takes one on a grand tour 

of every single Chinatown on the continent, both present and historical. I 

made this work during my time in Maastricht, The Netherlands, where I 

became interested in the conceptual wayfinding projects of the Surinamese

Dutch conceptual artist Stanley Brouwn. 

The exhibition also included Clocks That Do Not Tell the Time (2008), an 

installation of twenty-four wall clocks reminiscent of displays found in 

hotel lobbies, newsrooms, and airports. The conventional world financial 

capitals-London, New York, Tokyo, and Moscow-however, have been 

replaced by more obscure, peripheral locations that are central to the global 

economy or global civil society. These "other" sites include Sonapur, a 

district of austere, overcrowded dormitories housing Indian and Pakistani 

workers who toil to erect Dubai's absurd skyline; Lampedusa, an Italian 

island near Sicily where migrants attempting to reach Europe by boat from 

North Africa are housed in a notorious detention center adjacent to sandy 

beaches where wealthy Italians sunbathe; Bethesda, a Maryland suburb 

northwest of Washington that is home to Lockheed Martin, a globally 
integrated weapons industry giant; and Map Ta Phut, an industrial zone in 
the southeast Thai province of Rayong where Dow Chemicals and BASF 
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have established operations amidst heavily polluted air and waterways that 

have contaminated area towns and villages. 

The centrepiece of the Multi-lateral exhibition is an installation consisting 

of video, photography, wall drawings, and works on paper entitled Canaries 

(the bank and the treasury) (2007-present) . The project is an idiosyncratic 

and speculative research that attempts to link two seemingly disparate 

belief systems and cultural practices that have deep roots in the city of 

Hong Kong-the banking industry and Daoist funerary rituals. The bank 

in the title refers to the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation (now 

the financial services multinational HSBC), an entity that was founded in 

1865, several years after the colonization of Hong Kong, in order to assist 

British merchants engaged in regional trading of various commodities 

including opium. The treasury refers to the Daoist concept of a spiritual 

"treasury" run by bureaucrats from which individuals obtain a loan at birth 

and must repay when they die in order to pass into the spirit realm. The 

bank and the treasury blur into one another in the context of Hong Kong 

through the shared language of "transactions, debts, currency" or when 

Daoists burn paper effigy money at funerals emblazoned with the HSBC 

logo (in Hong Kong, commercial banks print currency instead of a central 

monetary authority) . 

These types of interactions are further explored in the three-channel video 

component of the installation that focuses on the HSBC headquarters 

building in Hong Kong, an iconic skyscraper completed in 1985 by the 

British architect Norman Foster located in the historic core of the former 

colony on the original site of the bank's previous two main branches. The 

tower's large, stacking, modular components and signature structural beams 

were prefabricated by firms from across the world, shipped to the port of 

Hong Kong and assembled on site. Foster's extravagant "global production 
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Will Kwan, Clocks that do not tell 
the time, 2008, 24 wall clocks, 
24 metal plaques, photocopies. 
Installation at Justina M . Barnicke 
Gallery, Toronto, Canada. Photo: 
Toni Hafkenscheid. Courtesy of 
the artist . 

Will Kwan, Clocks that do not 
tell the time (detail), 2008, 24 
wall clocks, 24 metal plaques, 
photocopies. Installation at 
Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, 
Toronto, Canada. Photo: Toni 
Hafkenscheid. Courtesy of the 
artist. 



Will Kwan, Canaries (the bank 
and the treasury), 2007-present, 
48·minute, 3-channel video 
installation, 20 lightjet prints, 
drawings with ash on paper, 
wall painting, video stills. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

Will Kwan, Canaries (the bank 
and the treasury), 2007-present, 
48·minute, 3·channel video 
installation, 20 lightjet prints, 
drawings with ash on paper, 
wal l painting, digital study. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

model" is mimicked in a set commissions I initiated, approaching effigy 

artisans in Hong Kong, London, Vancouver, and Toronto to reproduce 

sections of the HSBC tower, which were then shipped to my studio in 

Toronto, assembled, and burnt. This performative sequence is documented 

and weaved into the video along with historical and contemporary footage 

that reveals the bank's ubiquitous presence in Hong Kong and London and 

its oblique connections to Toronto and even London, Ontario. 

The video's three channels are stacked in a vertical formation, adopting 

the compositional principles of traditional Chinese landscape painting 

that splits a single pictorial field into three seamless perspectives: a bottom 

third that grounds the image with an establishing element that brings the 

viewer into the image; a middle section that is dominated by a bold vertical 

element that thrusts the eye up to the top of the picture; and a top third that 

functions as a distant and more ethereal zone. This composition strategy 

allows me to work with numerous perspectives on a subject simultaneously, 

creating collages that mix locations, historical and contemporary scenes, 

and still and moving images, or construct a multiple-perspective depiction 

of a single figure, edifice, or landscape. 

Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh: Your description of these works 

reminds us of a passage in art theorist Boris Grays's "The City in the Age of 

Touristic Reproduction":" .. . above all, it is today's artists and intellectuals 

who are spending most of their time in transit- rushing from one exhibition 

to the next, from one project to another, from one lecture to the next, 

or from one local cultural context to another."1 It is obvious that you 

both engage with and reflect upon the transient nature of contemporary 

existence as well as the conditions of intellectual and aesthetic production. 

How have travel and residencies shaped your practice? 

Will Kwan: Groys makes a number of interesting observations in that essay. 

From your quote above he continues, "All active participants in today's 

cultural world are now expected to offer their productive output to a global 

audience, to be prepared to be constantly on the move from one venue 

to the next and to present their work with equal persuasion; regardless 

of where they are. A life spent in transit like this is bound up with equal 

degrees of hope and fear."2 There is definitely a pressure on artists and 

intellectuals to seek acknowledgment and legitimacy internationally, and 

with that pressure comes an ambivalence that all young artists need to 
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negotiate for themselves. My cynical side is forever irritated by the aspect 

of contemporary art that is a globe-trotting, over-capitalized (both cultural 

and financial), status-obsessed field epitomized by the party circuit at Art 

Basel Miami Beach, the society page coverage of Sotheby's auctions, and 

the traffic of institutional curators, art consultants, and star academics 

promoting their stables of validated artists. 

In contrast, my hopeful side is drawn to Grays's statement that" . .. rather 

than the individual romantic tourist, it is instead all manner of people, 

things, signs, and images drawn from all kinds of local cultures that are now 

leaving their places of origin and undertaking journeys around the world."3 

I would expand upon this and say that processes of modern migration and 

intercultural encounter are already centuries old, initially a consequence 

of a colonial order and today a hybridity embedded in the genetic makeup 

of everything. Artists who are engaged in critical research about the 

continuous and accelerated circulation of people, power, and cultural 

forms often need to travel to witness and document these migrations. So 

could we imagine an alternate map of the art world based on participating 

and contributing to a public discussion about the globalization of culture, 

a network of practitioners and supporting institutions committed to 

producing public knowledge rather than the individual consumption of 

cultural products and amusements? Grays's critique concentrates on the 

latter at the expense of imagining the possibility of the former. 

Travel and residencies have been a feature of my own artistic trajectory, 

and I have used these opportunities primarily to address specific research 

goals. The residencies I have participated in were not about "time in the 

studio" but instead occasions to work with particular communities, have 

access to resources such as archives and libraries, or to visit and document 

specific sites and locations. While I don't travel to fuel the romantic 

notion of inspiration, I am also cognizant of how my mode of travel for 

knowledge production may invoke conventions of connoisseurship or the 

anthropological gaze. I am constantly learning how to balance my interest in 

the world with these fraught histories. 

Alissa Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh: Your description of travel and 

residencies as occasions to work with communities, access resources, 

or document specific sites reminds us of something we discussed in a 

recent conversation-your relationship to Chinese art and Chineseness. 

You pointed out that the connection between contemporary Chinese art 

from the diaspora and contemporary Chinese art from China is being 

renegotiated. Perhaps an important question can be posed about "where" 

the works you make are created. How does your practice relate to the work 

of contemporary artists in China or Hong Kong? How do you participate 

[in the label of contemporary Chinese art] given that you are a Chinese

Canadian from the Hong Kong diaspora? 

Will Kwan: The term Chinese art, like all labels that categorize art according 

to national, regional, or ethnic distinctions, is malleable and its capacity 

to be either inclusive and critical, or exclusive and opportunistic, depends 

on the user and the context. In the past few years the phenomenal wave of 

new art being produced by artists in cities in mainland China has resulted 

in many survey exhibitions organized by major Western institutions that 

delineate Chinese art as that which is produced, for the most part, by Han 

Chinese artists living within mainland Chinese borders (as opposed to 
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Greater China, which would include Hong Kong, Taiwan, and diaspora 

populations around the world) or emigres in Paris or New York who can 

easily trace their roots back to the People's Republic of China. There have 

certainly been occasional exhibitions that have approached the definition 

more critically, but this institutional view is quite dominant. All this is not 

to bemoan my position as peripheral to all of the attention, but rather, 

to highlight the ghettoizing tendency of the art world's approach to new 

developments in non-Western art. 

That said, I think overseas Chinese artists will necessarily be distinct from 

mainland Chinese artists for a number of reasons that have to do with 

a Western education in art, a hybrid identity, and a radically different 

daily lived experience. I find that overseas Chinese artists experience a 

greater degree of freedom to travel and are exposed to different sources 

of visual and material culture in spite of the homogenizing pressures of 

cultural globalization. In some ways, artists in the diaspora can have the 

best of both identities, and I can think of many artists- of South African, 

Palestinian, and Korean descent, to name a few- who have made incredible 

contributions to contemporary art and whose artistic identity and interests 

may or may not have anything to do with their cultural background. 

I am influenced in general by art that is concerned with social realities 

and the state of the world, whether it comes from China, Mexico, Poland, 

Spain, or Canada. A lot of art being produced right now in China looks 

at the tumultuous condition of Chinese society, so there are many artists 

and artworks that interest me. While there are some undercurrents of 

self-Orientalizing and some reckless representations of migrant worker 

suffering, my perception has also been that many Chinese artists are 

documenting and questioning the injustices taking place in China with 

great sensitivity and courage. I am particularly impressed by those artists 

who are looking critically at Han chauvinism, the majority ethnic Han 

Chinese perception that they represent Chineseness, which marginalizes 

the dozens of large ethnic minorities- from Uighurs to Tibetans to 

Manchus- that make up a significant portion of China. Perhaps it is 

in this contempt for inequality that I see my real solidarity with a lot 

of contemporary Chinese art. I can identify with this oppositional and 

minoritarian perspective. It is also a position that raises an enduring issue 

that affects all overseas artists making art in a Western context- the matter 

of your cultural production being racially marked while white artists and 

their "interests" operate invisibly as the universal. Would we, for example, 

not be initially perplexed if an interviewer were to ask Edward Burtynsky 

if his camera took on a particularly Western way of seeing landscape, or 

Rodney Graham if his cast of characters amounted to some kind of deep 

appraisal of white identities? In my work I intentionally straddle the line 

between the culturally specific and the supposedly non-specific in order 

to highlight these implicit cultural perspectives that are embedded in the 

material around us. 

Notes 

1 Boris Grays, Art Power I Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2008). 106. 
2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid., 105. 
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mining the archive:
Connecting concept and narrative in the work of will Kwan

By Laura Legge
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Twenty-eight national flags, captured in the moment of 
burning, litter the blank walls of a gallery. The institution 
of the state, disrupted by this destruction of its icons—
coded as radical, anti-state, extremist—is the subject of an 
important interrogation. How are nationalisms constructed 
by media? How does transnationalism layer the process of 
patriotism? How does material culture become iconography?
 This interrogation is staged in Will Kwan’s Flame Test 
(2009), a photographic series incorporating the photo 
archives of reuters, the Associated Press, the european 
Pressphoto Agency and Agence France-Presse. Images 
printed on flags echo the fragmentation of nationalisms 
through the symbols of empire. Kwan’s recent works 
represent this engagement with the notion of nationalism–  
the ways in which it is catechized through its images, as 
well as the ways in which globalization complicates this 
notion.
 Kwan’s personal narrative connects the conceptuality 
of his themes to the execution of his installations. Born 
in Hong Kong and raised in Toronto, Kwan cites ties 
of identity and family as rendering other places both 
captivating of the imagination and seductively unknown. 
“every artist responds to their personal connection to their 
subject matter,” Kwan explains.  Kwan’s engagement with 
this migration is largely expressed through his interest in 
material culture and its means of travel, exploring what is 
ignored in the processes through which material objects 
become iconography. Says Kwan, “I am interested in 
unpacking myths of universality; these forms that circulate, 
visual culture that we see everywhere. Flags, clocks, 
envelopes.”

 Kwan’s work Clocks That Do Not Tell Time (2008) 
presents the symbol of the clock as a signifier of the 
thematic preoccupations of time—its anxieties, its 
locations, its implications. The installation is comprised of 
a wall of clocks that correspond to sites of local economy, 
such as industrial parks, military operational headquarters 
and mines. The time set on the clocks is consonant with 
the time in the gallery or, alternately, the external locations 
themselves, establishing a dialogue between the two 
spaces. 
 For Kwan, these pieces constitute a body of work 
that he refers to as “visual representations of research”. 
Kwan completed a visual and performing arts BA at the 
University of Toronto Scarborough, an interdisciplinary 
degree, followed by an MFA at Columbia University 
in studio art, which he cites as his most standard art 
education. This process of learning has strong bearing on 
Kwan’s process, both material and thematic: “Having a 
humanities education on culture, politics, representation, 
really influenced the way I think about art and myself being 
an artist.” Combing through archives, compiling found 
material, Kwan represents a scope of art beyond the studio. 
He visualizes his work more as an interdisciplinary ordering 
of objects, collection of records, emblems and histories, 
ultimately arriving at a visual rendition of these studies.  
 In Kwan’s piece X-ray Yankee Zulu (2009) this visual 
research occupies the field of linguistics, engaging with the 
project of disentangling the political and cultural meanings 
embedded in language. The piece consists of two neon 
spirals of text reading “weapons of mass destruction” 
and “improvised explosive device” in the NATO Phonetic 

Previous: Will Kwan, Shanghai Concession Camo (la longue durée), 2007. Courtesy of the artist. Below: Will Kwan, Shanghai 
Concession Camo (la longue durée), 2009. Courtesy of the artist.
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Alphabet, a technical alphabet in which letters are assigned 
whole words for clearer radio transmission. Layering the 
technical use of this alphabet with the creative use of 
materials and forms, Kwan creates a space of ambiguity 
in which the political events that his text refers to are 
obscured by visual ambivalence. 
 A lecturer in Studio Art at the University of Toronto 
Scarborough and an associate graduate faculty member of 
the Masters of Visual Studies program at the University 
of Toronto, Kwan has shown his work in urban centres 
internationally: Shanghai, Miami, Montreal, Poznan, 
Toronto, Prato, Venice, Leeds, Salzburg, among other 
places. In the upcoming year he will be artist-in-residence 
at the Irish Museum of Modern Art in Dublin.  It is Kwan’s 
engagement with travel that he cites as a major space of 
education, his catalogue of migrations and movements. “I 
am interested in how images get translated into different 
cultures, forming different visual hybrids,” he says. “I work 
to reveal how icons are transmitted across 
space.”
 The icon of the envelope accrues 
loaded meaning, both as an overt symbol 
of cultural appropriation and as a covert 
representation of the scope of corporate 
ambitions, in Endless Prosperity, Eternal 
Accumulation (2009). The piece consists 
of eighty photographs of hongbao, red 
envelopes in which the older generation 
gives money to the younger generation as 
a tradition of Chinese New year, and more 
recently appropriated by transnational 

financiers to interact with Chinese clients. For Kwan, 
the abstract tropes of banking and finance occupy a 
space of particular interest. “A concern of my work is 
the idea of money as abstract and over-determined with 
meaning,” he explains. “In [Endless Prosperity, Eternal 
Accumulation] I am looking at multinational corporations 
with operations globally infiltrating culturally specific 
material.” In this piece, Kwan explores this infiltration as 
both a straightforward act of appropriation and as a node 
in a broader tradition of imperial aspirations, conflating 
the corporate interests of multinational financiers with 
references to colonialism and chinoiserie. The images form 
a figurative map of Chinese Diaspora spaces, both financial 
and cultural.
 Kwan’s work is situated at an important moment in 
the era of globalization, and his engagement with the 
abstract notions of global economy and transnational 
systems of commerce, culture and community is highly 

relevant. In working with archival material, 
Kwan occupies a space on a geopolitical 
continuum of events, connecting 
conceptual historical processes to 
contemporary visual practices. b

Will Kwan: Multi-lateral
November 12 – December 20, 2009

Justina M. Barnicke Gallery
www.jmbgallery.ca

Above: Will Kwan, Endless Prosperity, Eternal Accumulation, 2009. Courtesy of the artist. Below: Will Kwan, Flame Test, 2009. 
Courtesy of the artist. 
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Will Kwan 
Flame Test, 2010 

Mixed media 
New com miss ion for Live rpool Biennial 2010, Touched 

In modern history, the national flag has 
been the focus of intensely conflicted 
feelings around national and cultural 
belonging. The flying of flags at sporting 
and poli t ical events is still the foremost 
sanctioned symbol of nationalistic pride. 
Perhaps, however, it 's not just the official 
gestures promoting a nation , but also the 
unofficial acts of confrontation that more 
deeply define a country's multivalent 
identity. Today, both patriotic gestures 
and acts of political provocation alike have 
become highly mediated events , endlessly 
circulated through the channels of the 
international media and press journalism. 
How do these gestures affect us and how 
do they resonate in today's world , when 
our most raw sensations of belonging or 
dissent exhibit themselves endlessly for 
the camera 's gaze? 

Often involving intensive processes of 
sociological research , Will Kwan's work 
brings to the fore the cultural subtexts 
underlying seemingly neutral everyday 
objects , systems and devices, such 
as clocks , maps, flags, language and 
institutional buildings . Kwan 's Flame 
Test is an installation of thirty-six raised 
flags . Circling the exterior perimeter of 
a prominent building in Liverpool's city 
centre, at first sight the flags resemble 
the colourfully festive decorations of a 

Supported by 

national celebration or parade. A closer 
look, however, reveals each flag to be in 
flames . In place of nationalist insignia, 
these banners display photographic 
documentation of flag-burning incidents 
taken from the archives of the Associated 
Press, Reuters , Agence France-Presse 
and other journalistic agencies. Details 
from the original scene are just visible in 
the tightly cropped margins of the prints , 
serving as a reminder of the multiple 
frames through which we perceive such 
highly charged political acts . 

The title of the work, Flame Test , 
refers to a testing procedure used in 
chemistry experiments and indicates the 
unpredictable character of both political 
acts and their transmission through 
media channels. Flame Test foregrounds 
fractured and agonistic evocations of 
national identity, and reminds us of how 
the media spectacle reconfigures our 
most potent symbolic acts of protest, 
resistance and dissent. 

Frances Loeffler 

Canada Council 
for the Arts 

Conseil des Arts 
du Canada 
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Study for Flame Test , 2010 
Cou rtesy of the artist 
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REVIEW 

THREE TAKES ON THE DISSOLUTION 
OF EMPIRE: Stories from Places and 
Times Distantly Close 
Western Front Gallery • 21 November 2009 - 16 January 2010 

cuRATED BY Liz Park REVIEW BY Glen Lowry 

The desire to resituate artistic production 

in relation to unfolding narratives of global 

urban development is at the crux of Stories 

from Places and Times Distantly Close, curated 

by Liz Park. This awkwardly titled exhibi

tion comprises three distinct but thematically 

connected works: two from Toronto-based 

Will Kwan and one from international media 

collective Cinema Suitcase (Mieke Bal, Zen 

Marie, Thomas Sykora, Gary Ward and Mi

chelle Williams). Each of these works speaks 

of the volatility of market forces and shifting 

geographies of global capitalism. In her 

curatorial statement, Park suggests that these 

works reflect on the current era of economic 

instability by providing "a closer look at the 

seemingly distant places and times where the 

consequences of free global trade can be felt 

in tangible and direct ways." 

Cinema Suitcase's 2006 documentary Colony 

focuses on Batanagar, a company town built 

by the Bata Shoe Company in India's West 

Bengal province. Batanagar exists as the ruins 

of an empire built by Czech industrialists 

Tomas and Jan Bat' a, a dilapidated testament 

to their modernist vision . Dubbed the H enry 

Ford of Eastern Europe, Tomas Bat' a is said 

to have wanted to create a world in which 

no one need go without shoes. To this end, 

Bata established an international network of 

industrial "colonies" that provided employ

ees with social amenities: hospitals, schools 

and recreational facilities. These Bata-villes 

were modeled on the Czech town of Zlin, 

a master-planned community designed by 

architect Frantisek Lydie Gahura (a student 

ofLe Corbusier) in the wake Bata's success 

in the outset of the twentieth century. As 

such , Batanagar, at least as an idea, provides a 

poignant alternative to globalization's brutal 

anti-social drive, a corollary to what we 

might think of as neoliberalism's violently 

atomizing forces. 

Cinema Suitcase is known for an approach 

to "experimental social documentary" that 

strives to create intimacy by allowing people 

to self-narrate their stories . True to form, 

Colony is driven by conversations with 

various stakeholders, including descendents 

of the factory owners and workers left at 

Batanagar. Their personal reflections describe 

the demise of a colonial model from differ

ent points of view and in so doing infuse 

the situation with a level of melancholy that 

works against the development of a critical 

position. Colony invites viewers to consider 

globalization's complicated relationship to 

earlier colonial and post colonial spatial prac

tices. Viewed through images of the verdant 

ruins ofBatanagar's crumbling campus and 

the memories of the abandoned labourers, 

the utopian ideals ofBata's company town 

seem less toxic and less brutal than the new 

labour camps and Free Trade Zones/Export 

Processing Zones that have replaced them. 

Will Kwan's Canaties (the bank and the trea

sury) provides a distinct counter point to the 

themes of post colonial urban life outlined in 

Colony. Centred on the figure of the HSBC 

building in Hong Kong, Kwan's three

channel video layers a complex intersection 

of historical events and personal desires. 

FUSE 42 Three Takes an the DISsolution of Empire 

Founded as the Hong Kong and Shanghai 

Banking Corporation by the British in the 

aftermath of the Opium Wars to facilitate 

trade between China and Europe, HSBC 

played a key role in the development of 

international trade routes, which connected 

economies and communities across an intri

cate geography of dispersed industrialization. 

Mixing historical footage, images of colonial 

paintings, contemporary streetscapes and 

interiors of an architectural modeling studio, 

with documentation of the artist fabricating 

a scale model of the HSBC tower, Canaries 

provides a poignant representation of city 

building and the underlying fragility of the 

monumental structures that tend to locate 

and organize global mobilities . Metaphori

cally, Kwan's work juxtaposes the apparent 

solidity of the bank, a synecdoche fo r impe

rial trade and finance, with the fluidity of 

geographic migrations. 

An important symbolic element ofKwan's 

video involves his construction of a ma

quette of HSBC Hong Kong headquarters. 

Kwan's narrative introduces the figure of 

a test facility, a wind tunnel and series of 

maquettes used to test or model airflow 

patterns, some of which are labeled with 

the names of cities or other urban sites. The 

flows engineered in this laboratory, as much 

as the architectural models over and through 

with they blow, are reminiscent of intricate 

patterns ofhistory and powerful winds of 

political change that shaped Hong Kong 

during the 20'h century. In the context of the 

decade following the 1997 repatriation of 

Hong Kong to China, the fragile canaries -

not only " the bank and the treasury" but also 

the city 's diasporic subjects- stand in stark 

relief to the powers of the global market -

capitalism 's coaltnine. 

This environmental trope is echoed in 

Kwan's C locks that Do Not Tell the Time, the 

third discrete artwork in the exhibition. In

asmuch as his clocks do not tell the time, they 

do gesture toward fragmentary, disparate 

temporalities (or chronotopes) that exist on 

the margins of the so called "world market." 

According to Kwan, the clocks point to " the 

peripheral, shadowy, and heterotopic sites of 



the global economy: mines, toxic dumpsites, 

camps, industrial parks , factory towns, cor

porate and militaty operational headquarters" 

(http: / /www.studiowillkwan. com/work. 

clocks.php). Pondering Kwan's multifaceted 

realization of Foucault's heterotopia , viewers 

are challenged to locate themselves within 

this relational paradigm - to synchronize 

our watches to centre or margin. 

The narrative focus of these artworks is a 

crucial aspect of Park's exhibition, as explicit 

reference to "stories" in the title suggests. So 

too is the problematic oflocation or critical 

positioning. From where or how do we 

enter colonialism's unfolding denouement? 

These are the questions that are posed by 

these works. The extent to which Cinema 

Suitcase's single- channel video responds to 

these questions from within the conven

tions of the documentary form raises diffic ult 

issues around the politics of representation, 

particularly in relation to Kwan 's m ore 

self-reflexive approach. While Kwan's works 

provide a nuanced layering of colonial 

histories that activates and implicates the 

gallery space, Colony's use of English 

sub-titles for English dialogue is not only 

annoyingly redundant, but also raises con

cerns around normative assumptions about 

the audience and function of the work 

within a gallery setting where viewers might 

expect to engage with textual ambivalence 

and a diversity of representational strategies . 

N evertheless the histories and geographies 

engaged by the three works provide impor

tant perspectives on the uneven develop

ments of global capitalism, or more to the 

point, its apparent demise. 

GLEN LowRY is a writer, editor and 

educator. With Henry Tsang and M. Simon 

Levin, he is working on Maraya, a public 

artwork linking Vancouver and Dubai . He 

edits West Coast Line and is Chair of Online 

Learning & External Collaborations at 

Emily Carr University. 
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Will Kwan. <top> Canaries (the bank and the treasury) (Digital Study), 2007-present. 

<bottom> Clocks That Do Not Tell the Time (Detail), 2008. Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid. Courtesy: the artist. 
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Liverpool Biennial festival - North West England 
 
Be careful where you walk in Liverpool at the moment — you could easily bump into 
a work of art. A biennial festival promises to surprise and charm, says Helen Pickles. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Liverpool: The Temple of 1,000 Bells Photo: Minako Jackson of artinliverpool.com 
 
24 Sep 2010 
 
Be careful where you walk in Liverpool at the moment — you could easily bump into a work of art. A biennial festival 
promises to surprise and charm. 
 
In front of me there is the soft shurshurring of waves lapping the shore, around me the gentle sigh of the wind, while 
high above floats the dreamy plink-plink of hundreds of glass bells. I am in a small church in the heart of Liverpool. 
How can this be? The Temple of 1,000 Bells is one of dozens of artworks transforming the city into a vast playground 
of an art gallery for the 6th Liverpool Biennial International Festival of Contemporary Art (until November 28). 
 
This is no stuffy show in hushed rooms, but art in crazy places – empty shops, warehouses, building sites – or art 
that’s fun, teasing and downright provocative. Together with the fact that many works are newly commissioned, this is 
what distinguishes Liverpool from the dozens of other international biennials, says its artistic director, Lewis Biggs: 
“We take art out of the gallery and into public places, so it activates that place.” 
 
The Temple of 1,000 Bells, for example – an ethereal canopy of glass bells with a dreamy soundtrack telling the 
legend of an island temple of sweet-sounding music that sinks beneath the waves – by Brazilian artist Laura Belém, is 
in the elegantly peeling, Greek revival-style Oratory, normally closed to the public. 
 
Adding to the buzz of the main exhibition are a clutch of other events, including the John Moores Painting Prize (the 
UK’s leading contemporary painting competition), Bloomberg New Contemporaries, which turns the spotlight on up-
and-coming British artists, and CityStates, a mini international exhibition which explores our increasingly urban 
society.  
 
In total, there’s more than 300 British and international artists, and it’s all free. Oh, and a host of impromptu fringe 
events. Not surprisingly, there is a palpable excitement in the city. 
 
Wander up Renshaw Street and into the former Rapid Hardware shop – a sturdy parade of Edwardian red brick and 
plate glass – and shopping takes on a new meaning. 
 
In one room, startlingly painted as the Union flag, visitors can bring in and barter their personal choice of “souvenirs” 
with the artists; in another, clothing is being mended although the colourful threads highlight rather than disguise the 
repairs. 
 
Next door, mannequins are stamped with well-known advertising slogans – infringing copyright or freedom of speech? 
It’s all great fun but you might also begin to question the notions of trade (fair trade?), value, marketing, giving and 
receiving… 



 
The theme of the international exhibition is “Touched”, but don’t get too hung up on its correct interpretation; 
essentially, it’s about how art should touch the viewer to provoke emotions (positive and negative). “Unless there’s an 
emotional hook,” says Biggs, “people won’t look at art. Good art should touch people, not just be about good 
marketing.” 
 
Indeed, at Rapid the lines between art and viewer become distinctly blurred. Indian artist NS Harsha has covered the 
floor with a sea of painted faces. Stand in the middle and glance up at the mirrored ceiling and you’re placed, literally, 
in the picture. 
 
Unusually, for an art exhibition, some pieces positively encourage “look and touch”. At the Bluecoat, explore a maze of 
brightly coloured ribbons that conceal two hidden figures at the centre. (Are you revealing or discovering?) Or wander 
around a replica of Liverpool FC’s dressing room (surprisingly austere for such a wealthy club). 
 
At FACT (Foundation for Art and Creative Technology), the UK’s leading centre of new media arts, navigate a surreal, 
dream-like world of three-legged tables and half-chairs; while at Tate Liverpool you’re invited to sit on or crawl around 
a bright blue, intestinal-shaped sculpture, thus subtly changing the piece of work from the observer’s point of view. 
 
The Tate, on the restored 19th-century Albert Dock, has the largest group of works in the Touched exhibition, after the 
Rapid store. Some of the work is breathtaking – Polish Magdalena Abakanowicz’s huge pile of oversized sacks and 
pebbles, like detritus on a seashore – while some of it is frankly baffling; American artist Jamie Isenstein “inhabits” her 
installation (keep an eye on the fire hose). 
 
Touched is also about how art can touch a place. Italian Rosa Barba has brought the underground world of Liverpool 
to the surface by recording the unheard rumbles of the Mersey tunnels’ ventilation shafts and “spilling” them into the 
daylight alongside a sculptural pipework that rises from the pavement and through first-floor windows. 
 
Half the fun is stumbling across an artwork where you least expect it. A shoal of 170 manta rays, for example, “swims” 
across the atrium of one of the glassy-new buildings down by the Pier Head. Perhaps a comment on the displacement 
of old buildings by the bold and new? Step into the former Congregational Chapel on Great George Street and you’ll 
find not a cross, but a vast sword hanging from the ceiling, its tip poised above your head. 
 
Equally intriguing, although more discomfiting, is discovering that something isn’t what it appears. The parade of 
international flags hanging on the neo-classical façade of the defunct Scandinavian hotel (named because it was 
where Scandinavian sailors stayed when in port) looks like it should be fronting a pompous hotel. Look closer and you 
discover the flags are imprinted with photographs of burning flags taken from real-life protests. 
 
Not far away, you’ll do a double-take. Is that a little house in a gap? Or a gap filled with a little house? And why does it 
fit in but not fit in? American-Korean artist Do-Ho Suh has created a traditional, wooden Korean house that appears to 
be neatly wedged in a narrow gap between two empty buildings, as though parachuted there. 
 
This area, loosely bounded by Duke Street, Renshaw Street and Hanover Street – the city’s original ropemaking 
district – buzzes with creativity. As well as the home of contemporary arts venues the Bluecoat, Open Eye and FACT, 
artists live and work here. 
 
Quirky shops make a refreshing change from highstreet chains and there’s a fine choice of bars and eateries here. 
Retro-style Café Tabac in Bold Street is a good-value lunch stop; Duke Street’s The Munro is a handsome gastropub; 
while the laid-back Parr Street Studios – a lounge-bar-restaurant-events space and recording studios – have hosted 
musicians from Simply Red to Doves. 
 
Ah, music. Never far away when you’re in Liverpool, the birthplace of Sixties pop culture. When you’re down at Tate, 
make time for the nearby Beatles Story exhibition, a nostalgic ride through the Fab Four’s glorious and turbulent times, 
including the Cavern, Beatlemania and the psychedelic world of Sergeant Pepper. 
 
At the attraction’s second site, in the new Mersey Ferries terminal, catch the White Feather exhibition – extended until 
the end of the year – Cynthia and Julian Lennon’s very personal account of life with John. 
 
There’s a clutch of museums on the city’s waterfront, a World Heritage Site and the setting for the futuristic-looking 
£72million Museum of Liverpool, which opens next year. But if you’ve time for only one more, make it Merseyside 
Maritime Museum. The current exhibition on Sir Ernest Shackleton’s ill-fated 1914 expedition to Antarctica, with 
photographs and film footage of the party’s desperate attempts to free their ice-bound ship, Endurance, had me 
shivering. 
 
Liverpool does that to you. It gets under your skin in ways you least expect and the biennial adds to the frisson. So 
what’s the best way to experience this arts show? Spend time in the cafés and bars and listen to the buzz. People will 
be commenting and criticising – this is a city not known to be shy about giving its views – then go and see for yourself. 
Me? I’m off back to the Oratory, to see if I can find that mythical temple beneath the waves…  
 
 



Art 
Liverpool's time to shine 

Semi-attached Clockwise from left: Do Ho Suh 's 'Bridging Home', WillKwan 's 'Flame Test', Sachiko Abe's 'Cut Papers' and Ryan Trecartin 's 'Trill-ogy Comp ' 

Dodging the Lib Dems, 
Ossian Ward runs his eye 
overthe Liverpool Biennial 
and finds it's politics as usual 
Last week lucky Liverpool played host 
to one of the most important and 
provocative gatherings of talent on the 
UK calendar-not the Liberal Democrat 
Party Conference- the Liverpool 
Biennial, although both seemed beset by 
infighting_ Every two years the citywide 
culturefest injects a hefty dose of 
international art to the 'Pool, centred 
around one overarching show, this year 
entitled 'Touched', which is shared 
between and curated by different 
venues and various public locations. 
This is where the trouble starts. If the 
Biennial was the coalition government, 
then Tate Liverpool would be David 
Cameron, quietly lording itself over 
proceedings, with other institutional 
cronies such as the A Foundation, 
BluecoatandFactgalleriesalsotoeing 
the party line (think George Osbourne, 
Theresa May and William Hague). The 
real star of the show (standing in for self
styled Lib Dem lone wolfNick Clegg) is 
the Biennial's invited curator, Italian 
upstart Lorenzo Fusi, whose off-site 

exhibitions and interventions take far 
more risks than the local Liverpool 
museums, even if he's often drowned out 
by their conservative harrumphing. 

'Touched' is a typically woolly 
biennial theme, a catch-all term a bit like 
the Tory Manifesto slogan, 'We're All in 
This Together' (that's enough political 
parallels). In some ways, Fusi is also a 
typical European biennial curator, in 
that he insists on splitting up the main 
thesis into nonsensical subsections, in 
this case called 'The Human Stain' and 
'Re: Thinking Trade'. Yet it's when 
confronted by the least touchy-feely 
worksinFusi'sselection-dealingwith 
topics such as conflict, oil and the link 
betweenfruitjuiceandslave labour
that biennial visitors are most likely to 
be touched by strong emotion. 

A phalanx of flags adorning one 
dilapidated building all appear to be on 
fire. Taken from images of that most 
inflammatory ofTV-centricgestures
the ritual burning of a flag -artist Will 
K wan makes a succinct point about the 
pettiness and divisiveness of this act of 
national defacement. On the other side 
of the same warehouse are numerous 
broken windows. Not odd, you might 
think, given decades of decline in 
industry and manufacture, except that 
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Spanish artist Cristina Lucas has 
encouraged Liverpudlian unionists to 
hurl stones at this glasshouse, their 
native vandalism ironically wreaking 
only bittersweet revenge. Alongside 
this neat site-specific work is Alfredo 
Jaar's horrificfilm on the 1994 Rwandan 
genocide, in which he accuses Bill 
Clinton (and by extension theW estern 
world) of ignoring the plight of a million 
people. 'We Wish to Inform You That 

A logical conclusion 
to culture's imminent 
YouTubeification 

We Didn't Know' might not even be art if 
itwasn'tonsplit-screens, but that 
doesn't make it any less vital viewing. 

Thenextbestvenueisasprawling 
hardware shop boasting the longest 
shop frontage in Britain. Inside, and 
along thefar;ade, Fusi struggles to 
balance intertwining 'Touched' themes, 
but again the toughest pieces stand out
none moreso than young American 
Ryan Trecartin's three-channel video, 
'Trill-ogyComp', in the basement. Trill 
is the key word here, as this unholy 

trinity of movies, each an unwatchable 
40 minutes long, assaults every iota of 
brain power needed for art appreciation, 
making such a feat impossible. Even 
watchinga]eremy Kylepixellated sex
cam special on fast-forward, to an Auto
Tuned R&B soundtrack, doesn't come 
close to describing the car-crash mash
up Trecartin presents. Yet, as 
nauseating as it sounds, it's also a 
knowing and logical conclusion to the 
imminent YouTubeificationofculture. 

This video interlude rides roughshod 
over the paintings upstairs but at least 
highlights uncompromising and 
ambitious works elsewhere, including a 
a replica of a traditional Korean house 
by Do HoSuh that has crash-landed 
uncomfortably in a gap in the street. 
There are, of course, other worthy 
moments on the biennial trail, but the 
idea that a many-headed curatorium or 
committee of venues can successfully 
carry a theme or one unified message is 
naive. Instead, Jet's call it a coalition of 
the unwilling but able. 
'Touched' and the International Festival 
of Contemporary Art continues at 
various venues in Liverpool until Nov 28. 
See www.biennialcomfor details. 

www.timeout.com/art 
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